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Abstract: Power system is always affected by transients that create oscillations & voltage instability. Several
techniques are invented to overcome instability problems & improve power system performance. The most
common used technique is power system stabilizer called PSS. The PSS has limit to damp the oscillations due to
power grid network. So another device/stabilizer is required for system stability & reliability. These
requirements generate the vacancy for FACTS & FACTS devices like SSC, IPFC, UPFC, SVC & STATCOM. In
this paper we used TCSC as controller for stability of power system & tuning of TCSC is done by the genetic
algorithms. The effect of TCSC controller is demonstrated by using SMIB.
General Terms: In recent years, significant development has been come out in power system stability
improvement, particularly FACTS transmissions & FACTS devices. The power systems are connected as large
system through EHV lines. The methods of grid management & operation is also upgraded with advancement in
the socioeconomics. Power system strongly demands security, reliability & stability, efficient & flexible
operations. So it attract new researchers to developing new regulation techniques with enhance controller.
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I.

Introduction

FACTs devices are used to increase power transfer capacity. These devices are able to control power sharply,
increase stability with minimum losses, kept system in predetermined range of thermal limits & also limit
damping due to power system oscillations [1][2]. FACTS is a collection of controllers those can be applied as
individuals or co-ordination with other controllers. Same basic technology is used for all types of FACTS
devices. One of the FACTS device TCSC is used here to improve system stability during transient state due to
oscillations in power system. The accurate tuning of TCSC controller is big challenge for researchers. A phase
compensation method provides controlling at a point only. Genetic algorithm (GA) is used as robust
optimization technique in various field of engineering so we used genetic algorithm (GA) to design TCSC
controller [3].

II.

Power System

The approx model of study power system is represented by SMIB with TCSC shown in fig.1. The power
supplied by Synchronous machine to the infinity bus can be done through parallel transmission line with series
TCSC device. The synchronous machine terminal voltage is shown by Vt while infinity bus voltage shown by
Eb. Reactance of the transformer, transmission line per circuit & equivalent Thevenin’s impedance of receiving
end of the system represented by XT, XL & XTH.

Fig.1: power system (SMIB) with TCSC.
2.1 SMIB as Power System
The synchronous machine is represented by a model of synchronous generator
model1.1, i.e. with field circuit and one equivalent damper winding on q axis.
The machine equations are [4]:
The below equations and notations for the variables and parameters described are standard and defined in the
nomenclature.
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dδ
= ⍵B Sm − Smo … … . (1)
dt
dSm
1
=
−D Sm − Smo + Tm − Te … … (2)
dt
2H
dE ′ q
1
= ′
−Eq′ + xd − x ′ d id + Efd … … 3
dt
T do
dE ′ d
1
= ′
−Ed′ + xq − x ′ q iq … … (4)
dt
T qo
The electrical torque Te is expressed in terms of variables E'd , E' q , id and iq as following:

𝑇𝑒 = Ed′ id + Eq′ iq + x ′ d − x ′ q id iq … … . (5)
For a efficient network, the stator algebraic equations and the network equations are written as:

Eq′ +x ′ d id = 𝑣q … … . (6)
Ed′ −x ′ q iq = 𝑣d

… … (7)

𝑣𝑞 = −𝑥𝑒 𝑖𝑑 + 𝐸𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿 ......(8)
𝑣𝑑 = 𝑥𝑒 𝑖𝑞 − 𝐸𝑏 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿

… … (9)

Solving the above equations, the variables id and iq can be obtained as:

Eb cosδ − Eq′
id =
… … (10)
xe + xd′
iq =

Eb sinδ + Eq′
… … (11)
xe + xq′

2.2 TCSC Controller
TCSC is a convenient & common used FACTS device to control impedance of
connected transmission line. TCSC mainly consist capacitor bank, inductor, bi-directional thyristor & bypass
capacitor. Basic diagram of TCSC shown in fig.2

Fig.2: Basic diagram of TCSC controller
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Due to variation in thyristor firing angle (∝) & conduction angle(σ), this two features provides fast switch
between corresponding reactance offered to the selected power system. We assume that the total current pass
throughout the TCSC is sinusoidal. Steady state relations between conductance angle (∝) & equivalent
reactance of TCSC (XTCSC )[5] is
The block diagram of TCSC contains gain block, washout block & two stage lead-leg block. The block diagram
is shown below in fig.3

Fig.3: Block diagram of TCSC controller
TCSC input are given by deviation in rotor speed & the output modulates ∆σ which control input signals for
TCSC. The gain block is used to find damping level while phase compensator block used to compensate the lag
between input & output signal & wash out block works as high pass filter to pass only high frequency signals
only[5].
2.2 Genetic Algorithm
John Holland was introduced Genetic algorithms (GA) in the 1970s (Holland 1975)
as a result of investigations into the possibility of computer programs undergoing evolution in the Darwinian
sense. Genetic algorithms are based on mechanics of nature & natural genetics. GA is used to find out optimal
solution of number of equations & iterations [6].
The two basic needs to apply GA:
1) Define objective function.
2) Genetic operator to obtain the required optimization.
Cycle operates in GA called generations.

Fig.4: Genetic algorithm evolutionary cycle.
The GA evolutionary cycle starts with a randomly selected initial population. The changes to the population
occur through the processes of selection based on fitness, and alteration using crossover and mutation. The
application of selection and alteration leads to a population with a higher proportion of better solutions. The
evolutionary cycle continues until an acceptable solution is found in the current generation of population, or
some control parameter such as the number of generations is exceeded.
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III.

Simulation & Results

The power system model represented by SMIB as defined in equations above is simulated by using MATLAB.
The oscillations are created by deviation in rotor speed of synchronous machine. The TCSC controller is
introduced in system and performance is observed.

Figure1: Speed Deviation in SMIB with Fault without TCSC controller

Figure2: Speed Deviation in SMIB with Fault with GA- TCSC

Figure3: Speed Deviation in SMIB with Fault without & with GA- TCSC

IV.

Conclusion:

The behavior of power system without TCSC controller & power system with TCSC controller are studied in
this paper. Genetic algorithm is used for optimum tuning of TCSC controller. The simulation results shows
genetically tuned TCSC controller improves stability performance of power system. Power system oscillations
are damped out very effectively. This model shows that proposed model is suitable for carrying out power
system stability studies when synchronous generator & TCSC are main factors.
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